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Abstract 
An N-atom quantum system interacting with a single cavity field 
mode serves as an intuitive and useful model for many areas of quan­
tum information science. \l\!e extend this model to describe artificial 
systems composed of quantum dots and Josephson junction devices 
as well. In addition, we include the dipole interactions characteristic 
of such systems. \i\Te use Bell-type ineqnalities and concurrence to ex­
amine the development of entanglement in the specific cases of two­
ancl three-atom systems, and find that the effect of dipole interactions 
on entanglement generation depends heavily on the initial state of the 
system. Finally, we propose a method of implementing two- and three­
qubit C:\1II\US gates using our proposed model. 
2 
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3 
1 Introduction 
In the past decade significant progress has been made in the field of quan­
tum information science and quantum computing [l, 2, 3, 4], which utili:;>;e 
the fundamental concepts of superposition and entanglement to process data 
exponentially more efficiently than modern classical computers will ever be 
able to. The phenomenon of entanglement, in particular, has been recog­
nized as a powerful, yet fragile resource, and is currently being studied as 
it relates to the transition between quantum and classical regimes, quantum 
measurement, and any quantum information science scheme that is sensitive 
to its environment [5]. Because of the delicate nature of entangled systems, 
implementing them physically has proven to be a challenging task [ l]. Even 
so, there currently exist many methods of realizing entanglement such as 
trapped ions [6], Nl'vIR [7], cavity quantum electrodynamics (cavity QED) 
[8], quantum dots [9], and Josephson junction devices [10]. 
Although in the past there have been many successful reports of entan­
glement realization in natural atomic systems under the cavity QED regime 
[11], current work tends more toward realization through solid state systems 
of artificial atoms, specifically quantum dots [12, 13] and Josephson junc­
tions [10, 14]. This is largely clue to their robust and easily-scalable nature. 
For quantum dot systems it has been proposed that many-particle entangle­
ment could be induced using the resonant transfer interaction of spatially 
separated excitons [15], or that it could be generated optically through the 
phase-sensitive homodyne-detccted coherent nonlinear optical response in a 
single gallium arsenide quantum dot [16]. Forster interaction has also been 
examined as a possible source of entanglement [17]. The entanglement of 
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two identical, noninteracting quantum clots interacting with a coherent field 
has been quantified using a measure referred to as concurrence in [ 18] , and 
the dynamic evolution of two coupled quantum dots inside a two-mode cav­
ity has also been described recently [ 19]. Similarly, systems composed of 
.Josephson junctions have proven to be very convenient due to the variety 
of qubit designs they afford and the ease with which they can be integrated 
into electronic circuits [ 10, 20]. The recent past has witnessed entanglement 
generation in a number of systems based on .Josephson devices [21] , including 
one devised by l\ligliorc et al. describing an arbitrary number of qubits [22] . 
In this thesis, we use Bell-type inequalities and concurrence to examine 
the development of entanglement in a system comprised of an arbitrary mun­
ber of generalized atomic systems. The hamiltonian we introduce includes 
inter-atomic interactions and is accurate not only for natural atoms, but also 
for artificial systems of quantum clots and .Josephson junctions. Therefore, 
the inter-atomic interactions we include describe dipole-dipole interactions in 
natural atoms, Fbrster and coulomb interactions in quantum clots, and qubit 
coupling through virtual excitation with the resonator in .Josephson devices. 
\Ve specifically examine the impact that inter-atomic interactions have on 
violation of Dell-type inequalities and concurrence in two- and three-atom 
systems, and then compare the two- and three-atom cases to determine the 
effect that increasing the size of a system has on the development of entan­
glement. Finally, we define conditions that lead to logic gate generation in 
two- and three-atom systems and examine the comparative impact on logic 
gate implementation time. 
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2 The Model 
Our model consists of N spatially-separated atoms interacting with a single 
cavity mode field in an ideal cavity. The first atom is situated at the peak of 
the cavity field mode, while the positions of the remaining atoms are variable. 
Because of this, the coupling strengths between those atoms and the EM field 
mode of the cavity are able to be used as tunable parameters. Each atom 
has two quantum states: the gound state, Jg), and the first excited state, 
J e). Using the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian as a basis, the Hamiltonian 
operator of this sy:,;tem can be de:,;cribed as [23] 
n 1 n 1 1 




+ � g ·(at S(i) + aS(iJ) + W � (S(i) 5Ul + S(i) 5Ul) (1) L. a.i - + o L + - - + , 
i=I i;fj=I 
where the ladder operators s�) and the 8pin operator s�i) are given by 
s�) = Jei) (g;J' s�) =Jg;) (e;J' s�i) = �(Je;) (e;J +Jg;) (g;J). (2) 
In this system, a and at represent the photonic annihilation and creation 
operators of the optical cavity field, which has a characteristic frequency of 
w 1. Wa,i is the energy level transition frequency for the ith atom, while the 
:,;ingle-photon Rabi frequency cau:,;ed by interaction between the ith atom 
and the cavity field is given by ga,i, which is dependent on the location of the 
atom on the cavity axis. Although the coefficient:,; Fd and W0 both represent 
inter-atomic interaction strengths, the physical significance varies depending 
on the implementation under consideration. For systems of natural atoms 
under the cavity QED regime, Fd = 0 and vV0 represents the dipole-dipole 
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interaction energy. For systems of quantum clots, Fd represents the exciton­
exciton dipole interaction energy and T% represents the Forster interaction 
energy. For systems of Josephson junction devices, Fd = 0 and T¥0 repre­
sents the virtual excitation energy of the Josephson devices coupled with the 
transmission line resonator. 
2.1 Two-Atom Case 
\Ve start with the initial condition that both atoms are in the ground state f g) 
with a single photon confined inside the optical cavity. At an arbitrary time 
t, the time-dependent wavefunction 11/i(t)) of the system can be expressed as 
[23] 
l0(t)) =co fg1, 92, 1) + c1 lei, g2, 0) + c2 IY1, e2, 0) ,  (3) 
where the coefficients ci(t) (i = 0, 1, 2) represent the complex probability 
amplitudes of each of the three basis vectors. By solving the time-dependent 
Schrodinger equation using equations (1) and (3), it is possible to determine 
the dynamic evolution of the probability amplitudes: 
ic:0(t) 
ic1(t) 
ic2 ( t) 
e-i61[g1c1(t) + g2c2(t)], 
e-i6.t[g1co(t) + Woc2(t)], 
e-i61[g2co(t) + Woc1(t)]. (4) 
Note here that for the sake of simplicity we assume both atoms have the same 
transition frequency and are situated at the same location on the axis of the 
optical cavity, which necessitates that W1,a = W2,a = Wa and g1 = g2 = g. 
Additionally, we define 6. as 6. = Wa -w1 + Fd. The final solutions describing 
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the time evolution of equations ( 4) are 
co(t) 
C1 ( t) 
c2(t) 
. I 2/2ig qt e-ipt 2{ --- sin( -) [c1 (0) + c2(0)] q 2 
(q
t ip qt)] } + [cos -) + - sin ( - c0 ( 0) , 2 q 2 
1 -iWot -ipt/2{ 
2/2ig ,· (qt) (0) -e e --- sm - c0 /2 q 2 
qt ip qt 
+ [cos( - ) - - sin( - )][c1 (0) + c2(0)]} 2 q 2 
+ �eiWot[c1(0) - c2(0)], 
1 -iWot -ipt/2{ 
2/2ig ,· (qt ) (()) -e e --- srn - co /2 q 2 
qt ip qt 
+ [cos(- ) - - sin( - )][c1 (0) + c2(0)]} 2 q 2 
- �eiWot[c1 (0) - c2(0)], 
where p = 6. + Wo and q = VP2 + 8g2. 
2.2 Three-Atom Case 
(5) 
For the case of three atoms, we again stipulate that all atoms are in the 
ground state lg) with a single photon confined inside the optical cavity. The 
time-dependent wavefunction of the system is now given by 
l41J(t)) = do lg1, g2,9:>i 1) + d1 le1,g2, g.1, 0) 
+ d2IY1, e2,g3, 0) +d3lg1,92, e:3, 0), (6) 
where the coefficients d;(t) (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) represent the complex probability 
amplitudes of each of the four basis vectors. By solving the time-dependent 
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Schrodinger equation using equations ( 1) and ( 6), it is possible to determine 
the dynamic evolution of the probability amplitudes: 
iclo(t) = e-ii:'.t[g1d1(t) + g2d2(t) + 9:;d:i(t)] 
icl1(t) = e-ii:'.t[g1do(t) + H'od2(t) + Wod:i(t)] 
icI2(t) = e-ii:'.l[g2do(t) + Wod1(t) + Wod:i(t)], 
icl3(t) = e-ii:'.t[g3do(t) + 1Vod1(t) + l%d2(t)]. (7) 
v\Te again assume all atoms have the same transition frequency and are 
situated at the same location on the axis of the optical cavity, so that 
Wa,1 Wa,2 Wa.:l - Wa and 91 92 9:3 9. 6 remains defined as in 
section 2. 1. The closed-form solutions for equations (7) arc 
d0( t) 
di ( t) 
d2( t) 
e-ipt/2{- 2/
3i9 sin(qt )[d1(0) + d2(0) + d:i(O)] q 2 
qt ip qt + [cos(-)+ - sin(-)]d0(0)}, 
2 q 2 





)][d1(0) + d2(0) + d:i(O)]} 
2 q 2 
+ �eiW01 [2d1(0) - d2(0) - d3(0)], 
1 -2iWul -ipt/2{ 2vf3i9 ,· ( qt)d (0) -e e ---sm - o Y3 q 2 
qt i p qt l [ ( ( l } + [cos(2)-q-sin(2) d1(0)+d2 O)+d:3 0) 
+ �eiWol[2d2(0) - d1(0) - d3(0)] , 
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d3 ( t) 1 -2iH'ot -ipt /2 { 2'1§ig , '  (qt) .l (0) -e e - -- srn - ro . V3 q 2 
[ (qt ip qt [ + cos 2) - q sin ( 2 )] d1 (0) + d2(0) + d:1(0)]} 
+ 1eiWot[2d:i(O) - d2(0) - d1(0)], (8) 
where variables p and q have been redefined such that p = t:. + 2W0 and 
q = Jp2 + 12g2, 
3 Analysis of Entanglement 
The concept of entanglement was first intruduced to the scientific community 
by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (henceforth referred to as EPR ) in their 
landmark 1935 paper, originally referred to as 'spooky action at a distance' 
[24]. However, it was not initially the goal of EPR to point out entanglement 
as a new and novel phenomenon to be studied, but rather as justification for 
the argument that the formulation of quantum mechanics was incomplete. 
The highly correlated states that EPR formulated violated concepts of local­
ity and realism that, until that point in time, scientists had assumed applied 
to every physical system. This led EPR to theorize that quantum mechanics 
\Vas in need of certain 'hidden variables' that would re-establish locality and 
realism as foundational concepts of quantum mechanics [24]. However, later 
works began to challenge the legitimacy of the assumption that all systems 
must be locally-realistic, most notably I3ohr's response to EPR and J.S. Bell's 
1965 paper [25, 27]. At this point in time local hidden variable theories of 
quantum mechanics have been disproved, and the existence of enganglement 
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has been verified experimentally [27, 11]. 
3.1 Violation of Bell-Type Inequalities 
Violation of Bell-type inequalities has proven to be a useful tool for examin­
ing entanglement in quantum systems [23, 28, 29]. Bnilding on the work of de 
Broglie and Bohm, Bell was able put an upper bound on certain correlations 
constrained by locality and realism [27]. However, Bell's initial proof was 
restricted to ideal two-particle systems, and until Clauser, Horne, Shimony, 
and Holt (CHSH) extended his work to non-ideal systems in what is now 
referred to as the CHSH inequality, Dell's conclusions were of little use ex­
perimentally [28]. There have since been numerous inequalities based off of 
Dell's original paper, leading to the emergence of an entire class of 'Bell-type 
ineqnalities' [31, 35]. 
3.1.1 Two-Atom Case 
For systems of two atoms, the Bell parameter is expressed by the CHSH 
ineqnality [28] 
E = IC(a, b) - C(a, b')I + IC(a', b) - C(a', b')I::; 2, (9) 
where C(a, b) is the expectation value of the correlation function, given by 
C(a, b) = (l}JI (a(l) · a)(a(2) · b) 11/J), (10) 
with a and b being arbitrary unit vectors and a(i) representing the Pauli 
spin vector acting on the ith atom. For the two-atom model given in section 
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2. 1, it is possible to show that 
C(a, b) = (xa1;b + YaY1J)(lc1(t)l2 - lc2(t)l2) 
+ Zazb(lco( t)l2 - lei ( t )12 - lc2 ( t )12), (11) 
where Xa, Ya, and Za and xb, Yb, and zb represent the components of vectors a 
and b along the rectangular coordinate axes. To evaluate the Bell parameter 





(xa,Ya,Za ) = (1,0,0) 
1 1 
(:cb, Yb, zb) = ( !;:)' !;:)' 0) 
v2 v2 





) :rb, Yb, zb = - J2' J2' 0 · (12) 
For the initial conditions c0(0) = 1, c1 (0) = c2(0) = 0, which correspond 
to a product state, the Bell parameter can be expressed as 
g2 E = l8V2(2)(1 - cos(qt))I. 
q 
( 13) 
The above equation is plotted in Fig.1. From the graph it can be easily 
observed that E only exceeds the value of 2, thus violating the CHSH in­
equality, for certain periodic values of t. Since the system lacks a Schmidt 
basis of perfectly correlated states, this behavior is in agreement with ex­
pectations [30]. Additionally, maximum violation of Bell's inequality (i.e. 
E = 2J2) only occurs for the condition p = 0, which implies that W0 = -6. 
or W0 = 6. = 0. Physically, this means that for a system that is initially 
separable, interatomic interactions must be negligible or mutually-canceling 
to achieve maximum entanglement. For increasing values of p, both the max­
imum correlation and the period of the Bell parameter decrease. 
12 
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Figure 1: Bell parameter E (dimensionless) of an initially-separable state 
plotted against scaled time gt (dimensionless) for several values of p. Curve 
A corresponds top = 0, B to p = 0.8, C to p = 1.2, and D to p = 1.8. 
Evaluating Bell's inequality for the initial conditions characterizing a 
correlated state, that is, eo(O) = 0, c1(0) = c2(0) = �'we can now describe 
the Bell parameter as 
p2 E = v'212 + ( 2 - 1)(1 - cos(qt) ) I . 
q 
(14) 
By examining the graph of equation (14) in Fig.2, it can be seen that we en-
counter a similar situation as in the case of an initial product state. Again, 
Bell's parameter oscillates between perfectly correlated and perfectly separa­
ble states only when p = 0. However, for these initial conditions inter-atomic 
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Figure 2: Bell parameter E (dimensionless) of an initially-entangled state 
plotted against scaled time gt (dimensionless) for several values of p. Curve 
A corresponds to p = 0, B top = 0.8, C top = 1.2, and D top = 1.8. 
toward greater entanglement rather than greater separability. This is ilus­
trated by the fact that E asymptotically approaches maximal entanglement 
as p increases. 
3.1.2 Three-Atom Case 
The CHSH inequality can easily be extended to systems of three atoms in 
the form of Mermin's inequality [31], expressed as 
M =ICM( a', b, c) - CM( a, b' , c) I  +ICM( a, b, c') - CM( a', b', c') I ::; 2, (15) 
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Here CM represents the expectation value of the correlation function for the 
three-atom system, given by 
C(a, b, c ) = ('l/JI (a(l) · a)(a(2) • b) (a(3) · c ) l'l/J). (16) 
It is clear from the equation above that CM is now a function of three unit 
vectors a, b, and c. In terms of the probability amplitudes d0, d1, d2, and d3 
corresponding to the three-atom system given in section 2.2, equation (16) 
reduces to 
CM = ZaZbZc(ldl2 - ldol2) - 2YaYbZcRe[did2] 
- 2ZaYbYcRe[d;d3] - 2yaZbYcRe[d;d2], (17) 
where we define the quantity ldl2 as ldl2 = ld112 + ld212 + ld3l2 and x, y, and 
z again represent the three-dimensional rectangular components of vectors 
a, b, and c. For the purpose of evaluating the Mermin parameter, we select 







(xa, Ya, Za) = (O, O, l) 
1 1 
(xb, Yb, Zb) = (0, J2' y'2) 
1 1 
(xb, Yb, zb) = (O, J2' J2) 
(x' y' z') = (0, 1, 0) a> a> a 
1 1 
(x�, y�, z�) = (0, J2' - J2) 
1 1 
(x�, y�, z�) = (0, J2' - J2). (18) 
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Figure 3: Mermin parameter M (dimensionless) of an initially-separable state 
plotted against scaled time gt (dimensionless) for several values of p. Curve 
A corresponds to p = 0, B top = 0.8, C top = 1.2, and D to p = 1.8. 
ing to a product state, the Mermin parameter simplifies to 
12g2 qt qt p2 qt M = 1 - 3 [f sin2 ( 2 )] + [cos2 ( 2) + q2 sin
2 ( 2 ) JI . (19) 
This equation is plotted for several different values of p in Fig.3. In a similar 
fashion to the two-atom case we only periodically observe violation of the 
Mermin inequality, again owing to the lack of a Schmidt basis of perfectly­
correlated states [30]. However, it should be noted that the period of os­
cillation between correlated and uncorrelated states is shorter for the three-
atom system than its corresponding two-atom counterpart, signifying that 
the larger system evolves faster in time. Additionally, we again observe that 
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maximum correlation occurs only for the case p = 0, which implies that 
6. = -2W0 or 6. = W0 = 0. Essentially these conditions are identical to 
those presented in the preceding evaluation of the Bell parameter, requir­
ing inter-atomic interactions to be either negligible or mutually canceling. 
Asp increases, the maximum value reached by Mermin's parameter is pro­
gressively lessened, corresponding to lower and lower levels of entanglement. 
However, the effect that increasing p has on the evolution of the Mermin 
parameter is more pronounced in the two-atom case than that of the three­
atom system currently under consideration, which implies that the amount 
of cooperativity in a system scales with the number of atoms. 
When initial conditions are chosen for an entangled state such that 
d0(0) = 0, d1 (0) = d2(0) = d3(0) = )J-, the Mermin parameter is given by 
12g2 qt qt p2 . qt M = l [-2 sin2 (- ) ]  - 3 [cos2 (- ) + 2 sm2 (- ) ]I . (20) q 2 2 q 2 
Fig.4 shows the Mermin parameter plotted as a function of time for several 
values of p. As expected, the oscillation period for this system is shorter than 
that of the two-atom initially-entangled state, supporting the conclusion that 
more complex systems have faster entanglement evolutions. The Mermin pa­
rameter approaches complete entanglement asp increases, which means that 
for an initially-entangled system, inter-atomic interactions promote the de­
velopment of highly entangled states. However, as in the initially-separable 
three-atom case, the effect of these interactions is less than that found in the 
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Figure 4: Mermin parameter M (dimensionless) of an initially-entangled 
state plotted against scaled time gt (dimensionless) for several values of p. 
Curve A corresponds top= 0, B top = 0.8, C top = 1.2, and D to p = 1.8. 
3.2 Concurrence 
An alternate method of analyzing the degree of entanglement of a quantum 
system can be found in a measure commonly referred to as concurrence, 
which describes the entanglement of formation of a mixed state [32] . This 
measure has the added benefit of explicitly quantifying the entanglement of 
a system, which can prove useful in many branches of quantum information 
science [33, 34]. The concurrence C of a bipartite system composed of two 
subsystems U and V is expressed as 
C(puv) = Max{O, A - A - A - �}, (21) 
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where >.i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) represent the eigenvalues of the nonhermitian matrix 
Puv Puv in decreasing order [32] . pp, in turn, is the product of the com­
bined density matrix Puv and the spin-flipped combined density matrix Puv, 
defined in terms of the Pauli spin operator CYy as 
Puv = (CYy ® CYy)Phvky 0 CYy ) · (22) 
3.2.1 Two-Atom Case 
For the two-atom system developed in part 2.1 we require that both atoms 
are at the antinode of the cavity field mode, leading to the case that g = 1. 
We take a partial trace over the cavity field in order to examine the effect of 
entanglement on the atomic qubits. 
When an initially-separable state is considered such that Co 
c1 = c2 = 0, the concurrence C (p) can be described as 
C( ) - 8g
2 . 2(
qt ) p - -sm - . q2 2 
1 and 
(23) 
The above equation is plotted in Fig. 5 for the case of an initial product 
state with both atoms situated at the antinode of the cavity mode field, 
leading to the condition that g = 1. It can be seen that C(p) oscillates 
between the values of 0 and 1, which correspond respectively to minimally 
and maximally entangled states. Additionally, we observe that the system 
reaches maximum entanglement only for the case that p = 0, and decreases 
toward zero asp becomes increasingly positive. 
For an initially-entangled state, the concurrence simplifies to 







Figure 5: Concurrence C(p) (dimensionless) plotted as a function of scaled 
time gt (dimensionless) and p for a two-atom initially-separable state. 
Fig.6 shows equation (24) plotted for an initially entangled state, again stip­
ulating that g = 1. The concurrence now oscillates between 1 and 0, going 
from a maximally entangled state to a minimally entangled state and back. 
For this initial condition, increasing values of p cause the system to gravitate 
away from the product state. As observed in the initial product states ex­
amined in section 3.1, stronger inter-atomic interactions lead to increasingly­





Figure 6: Concurrence C(p) (dimensionless) plotted as a function of scaled 
time gt (dimensionless) and p for a two-atom initially-entangled state. 
3.2.2 Three-Atom Case 
For the three-atom system given in section 2.2 we again require that all atoms 
are at the antinode of the cavity field mode, leading to the case that g = 1. 
We take a partial trace not only over the cavity field, but also one of the 
atoms, in order to obtain a bipartite system for analysis. 
In the case that our system is initially in an unentangled state, the 
concurrence can be simplified to 






Figure 7: Concurrence C(p) (dimensionless) plotted as a function of scaled 
time gt (dimensionless) and p for a three-atom initially-separable state. 
This equation is graphed as a function of t and p in Fig. 7. Similarly to the 
two-atom case, we notice a periodic oscillation from maximally to minimally 
entangled states with increasing values of p leading to lower levels of entan­
glement. However, the period of oscillation is shorter in comparison with the 
two-atom case, which is in agreement with observations made from analyzing 
Bell-type inequalities in section 3. 1. 
For the initial condition corresponding to an entangled state, the con­
currence is expressed as 
qt p2 qt C(p) = cos2 ( -
2
) + 2 sin2 (- ) . 
22 




Figure 8: Concurrence C(p) (dimensionless) plotted as a function of scaled 
time gt (dimensionless) and p for a three-atom initially-entangled state. 
Fig.8 shows the above equation plotted as a function of t and p. The con­
currence again evolves from 1 to 0 and back, as in the case of the two-atom 
initially entangled state. However, we again note that the oscillation period 
is shorter in the three-atom case when the two are compared. As p in­
creases from zero the concurrence asymptotically approaches the maximally­
entangled value of 1 .  
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4 Logic Gate Implementation 
4.1 Two-Atom Case 
If parameters are defined such that 6 = -W0 and T = -Jr/ J2g for an 
initially-unentangled two-atom system, the time-evolution operator U(t) can 
be said to act as a Cl\II�US gate. In this case, the field mode acts as the 
control qubit, while the atomic states are the target qubits. In a time period 
T, the evolution of the entire system is given by 
\e1 ,  e2) \0) -t \e1, e2) \0) 
I e 1 ' 92) I 0) -1 I e 1 ' 92) I 0) 
\.91 , e2) \0) -1 l.91 , e2) \0) 
l.91 ,.92) II) -1 - lg1,g2) \I). (27) 
From the diagram above it can be clearly seen that the field mocle state I I) 
causef:i a phase shift of e-i7C or -I, which is the definition of the operation of 
a Cl\II:'-JUS gate [2] . 
4.2 Three-Atom Case 
For a system comprised of three atoms, the time evolution operator acts as 
a CJ'vIINUS gate when 6 = -2vV0 and T = -7r/./3. In the time period T, 
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the system evolves as 
le1,e2,e3) IO) ---+ le1,e2, e:3) IO) 
le1, e2,.9:i) IO) ---+ lei, e2, g3) IO) 
le1,92,e3) IO) ---+ le1, 92,e3) IO) 
lei, 92, 9:i) IO) ---+ le1,92, 9:i) IO) 
l91, e2,e:i) IO) ---+ l.91, e2, e:3) IO) 
l.91, e2, 9:i) IO) ---+ l.91, e2, g3) IO) 
191, 92, e:3) IO) ---+ 191,92,e:;) IO) 
191, 92, 9:i) In ---+ -191, 92,93) 11) (28) 
Again, this perfectly matches the operation of a three-qubit CMI�US gate 
[2]. In comparing the time periods required for logic gate implementation in 
both two-atom and three-atom systems we find that the period of the larger 
system is shorter, leading us to conclude that gate implementation time be­
comes faster as the number of atoms in the system increases. Furthermore, 
we find from the relationship between � and TV0 that � must be progres­
sively larger in comparison with vV0 as the system scales in size. 
5 Con cl us ion 
In this paper we have developed a general model that describes the dynamics 
of an n-atom quantum system interacting with a single photon in an ideal 
optical cavity, including inter-atomic interactions. This model applies not 
only to systems of natural atoms, but also to systems composed of quantum 
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dots or superconducting Josephson devices. \Ve examined the dynamical 
evolution of this model for the specific cases of two- and three-atom systems 
with the purpose of determining any changes resulting from scale, and an­
alyzed the degree of entanglement of these systems using two independent 
measures: violation of Bell-type inequalities and concurrence. In doing so we 
found that increasing dipole interaction inhibits the development of entan­
glement in initially-separable states, but encourages it in initially-entanged 
states. In both sets of initial conditions, the effects of dipole interactions 
\Vere fonnd to be mitigated by increasing the number of atoms in the sys­
tem. The remits obtained from analyzing Bell-type inequality violation and 
concurrence \Vere in perfect agreement, which strongly reinforces the conclu­
sions drawn from each measure. Finally, we implemented CMINUS gates in 
both systems and observed that logic gate implementation time decreases as 
systems scale in size. 
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